Abstract. This paper shows some results of a research carried out at the Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia, concerning the reconstruction of the main architectures of Classical Rome.

1. Introduction

The research described in this paper refers to some CAD and rendering techniques for constructing digital architecture of Ancient Rome. To do this we have interpreted and elaborated Andrea Palladio’s different kinds of drawings.
We have taken into account and carefully analyzed both the relief drawings, which are hand-sketches, used by Palladio during his direct method surveys; and his woodcuts from his treatise *I Quattro Libri di Architettura*, published in Venice in 1570.

2. Analysis of Palladio’s drawings

From these drawings we have firstly drawn some useful information concerning the unit of measure. The main metric reference is the Venetian foot, which corresponds to 34.77 centimeters, and is indicated with a letter $P$, followed by the number corresponding to its value; sometimes, after it, we have a little spiral, which can be read as the letter $O$, indicating the length in ounces (1 ounce is about 2.9 centimeters, the twelfth part of a foot). Finally
there is another unit, the minute, signed with an m, which is the fourth part of the ounce.
As is known, all architectural orders are measured, instead, by the Vitruvian Module. Vitruvius gives a type of measure disjointed from any anthropometric dimension. The Module, in fact, is an abstract unit of measure, which is equivalent, in the case of the Doric Order, to half the diameter of the column. Therefore, the height of the column is equal to 7.5 modules. Instead, the Ionic Order, the Base, the Shaft, and the Capital all have a full height of 9 modules, considering that in this case the Module is the full diameter of the column.
Starting from this basic information, we have constructed the first and the second Mongean Projections from which we began to generate 3D models. The digital architectures that we have already accomplished are the Temple “Le Galluce”, named also of Minerva Medica, the Temple of Marte and the Temple of Jupiter.

Figure 3. Digital reconstruction of Temple of Marte.
Figure 4. Digital Reconstruction of Temple “Le Galluce”.
3. CAD techniques for 3D models

The method used for the construction of solid architectural models is based on the principles of boolean space geometry, while for the creation of single or double curvature solids we used surfaces of second or fourth degree. In the case of particular decorative elements, such as mouldings, masks, helicoidal components, achantus leaves, we used NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) structures, which appeared to be the best choice having studied the basic geometric genesis of Palladio’s drawings.

As for the relief surfaces, such as the bas-reliefs of bucrania, of metopes and of triglyphs, we have used “shape from shading” algorithms, which allow to control the morphing of a surface directly through interpolation of points in a three-dimensional space, thanks to the manipulation of raster images that we had numerically elaborated.
As for the relief surfaces, such as the bas-reliefs of bucraania, of metopes and of triglyphs, we have used “shape from shading” algorithms, which allow to control the morphing of a surface directly through interpolation of points in a three-dimensional space, thanks to the manipulation of raster images that we had numerically elaborated.

Another phase of the work consisted in the presentation of the materials by employing a graphic non-photorealistic rendering technique: instead of trying to produce a photographic representation, we decided to visualize virtual architectures by means of some traditional drawing techniques, which are usually employed at the École des Beaux Arts or at the Gran Prix de Rome. In this way we managed to accomplish an evocative didactic representation, where also shadows have a particular informative function.

4. Conclusions and future expectations

A further development, which is still in course of realization, will be the processing of data with some CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) machines. We think of employing machines that work with LOM (Laminated Object Manufacturing) techniques, and that can directly create stereometric models on thermic adhesive paper, a paper cut by employing the method of progressive sections, so that we can construct a maquette which is materially similar to the traditional ones on wood, even though it is elaborated with a sophisticated electronic procedure.
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